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Under Song

The mystical, the strong

  Deep-throated Bush,

Is humming in the hush 

  Low bars of song: 

Far singing in the trees

  In tongues unknown—

A reminiscent tone

  On minor keys:

Boughs swaying to & froe, 

  Though no winds pass—

Strange odours in the grass 

  Where no flow’rs grow;

Faint fluttering of wings, 

  And birds’ sweet vows 

Once babbled on the boughs 

  Of faded springs.

The murmur in the air

  That ebbs & waves,

Is music from the graves

  Of all things fair;

And mingles in the still

  Of twilight’s hush,

With voices of the Bush 

  From swamp & hill.
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One seeking through the husk 

  Of darkness thrown,

May hear it through lone, 

  Grave halls of dusk,

Low ringing in his ears;

  And ponder long

The meaning of the song 

  He faintly hears.
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At Sun-Down 

The Bush is leaning like a tired child,

Her dear head nestling on the breast of night,

Fast glooming now above the pine girt height;

The strife of cities & their tumult wild—

I seem to hear it as a far-off fight.

Beneath the flutter of the rising stars,

Beyond the ratas where the red sun dips

Are bays & galaxies of fair white ships;

A dull surf booms upon the distant bars—

The cities call me with a million lips!

The Bush bends o’er me with her wond’rous, long

Wind-loosened hairs on my unquiet breast,

Whose barred thoughts burning to confront the test,

With glowing impulse & endeavour strong

To rise & answer when they call the rest!

The night is coming, & the shadows trail

Like wasted lives across the forest belt;

The red clouds battle on a crimson veldt,

Like storied heroes—how they charge & fail!

And strange forms mingle as they fade & melt.
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Ah God:  the strife for a remembered name! 

I hear the turbulent, dull roar, the din

Of that wide vortex drawing all things in

About its circle to the crest of fame,

Some rise to forfeit & some stoop to win.

The upward shadow of the broad earth meets

The sky-line, golden as a young life’s rim,

All dark beneath but bubbles at the brim:

My heart is throbbing for the roar of streets—

The cloister of the Bush is screened & dim.
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Dawn on the Mountains 

’Tis the coming of the Dawn,

With her golden head unveiling—

How the clinging shadows fawn

On the robes about her trailing,

  Where dark gullies yawn.

With the stars about her girth,

Night the Wanton, low is kneeling,

Hiding from the mocking mirth—

Hiding from the laughter stealing

  O’er the face of earth.

And the ranges far-away

Slow their massive heads are lifting

From their couches soft & grey,

All the vapour curtains rifting,

  Letting in the day.

Where the dead moon drifts on high

And the ways of light are glowing,

Clouds transparent floating by,

Crimson dawning glories growing—

  Ratas of the sky!
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O’er the gleaming peaks they go,

Golden shadows interwoven;

And their shining largesse throw

Where the mountain mist is cloven—

  Flushing the white snow.

In a choir of leafage dim

Waking birds sing on the ledges,

Greeting with a pagan hymn

The sun-king on the edges

  Of the forest rim.

Light & laughter in the air,

As each roving sunbeam pushes

Prying fingers everywhere;

Eyes obliquely through the bushes

  Darting here & there.

Down the day-coast one is borne—

Dawn with golden eyes fast closèd,

And the sun-webs round her drawn—

Dawn with fair white limbs composèd

  On the bier of morn.
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Lake Kanieri 

Blue veined & dimpling, dappled in the sun

Lies Lake Kanieri, like a tired child

Wide-eyed, close clinging to the spacious skirts

Of old Tuhua, the big brawny nurse

On whose broad lap I lie. All else is still.

A bird’s near whistle is the only sound

That in the silence beats into my brain

Insistent, shrill. Now is no need to serve

Or suffer or regret: it seems life holds

No future & no past for me but this

Sun-lighted mountain & the brooding bush.

Nor art nor history nor written page

Could touch me now; it is enough to be

And feel the slow & rhythmic pulse of earth

Beat under me; & see the low red sun

Stoop o’er the massive shoulders of the range.

Oh, lone, heroic, melancholy Hills!

Your dim, gaunt peaks stand in the afterglow

Like Duty, stern, implacable & cold;

Remote from the harsh clamour of the plains,

And murmur of men’s cities all unheard.

Oh, still & calm; Oh, pure & wise & strong!

My restless heart from your locked hearts shut out,

Leans on your strength & craves the peace you hold—

Peace born of conflict. Ye old Stoic Hills!

Yield up your secrets. On your furrowed fronts
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Are scars of fierce upheavals; in your grave,

Deep breasts what dreams are shut? Ye seem to stand

Like pale, impassive monks, whose chill looks hide

Forbidden memories of clinging lips,

Of passion conquered & of pain repressed

Within their breasts congealed. With outlines dim

The hooded slopes, like meek nuns grouped in prayer,

Kneel in the screened cloister of the bush

Dark robed & secret; & the laughing lake,

Smoothed by the slow, cool fingers of the Dusk,

Has coiled herself to sleep. The light is gone,

Save on those heights where Day, grown weak & old,

Close by the dying embers of the sun

Sits like an old man musing on his past.


